
TALL BUILD/NGS PROPOSALS - RIA ANALYS/S ANNEX A 

Amend the provisions for fire fighting shafts 
1. This proposal would remove the provision for fire fighting shafts in buildings 

over 7.5m high but less than 18m from Purpose Group 7(a) - storage buildings 
but introduce it to Purpose Group 5 - assembly and recreation buildings. On 
balance this would save lives because the casualty risk in Purpose Group 5 is 
considered to be greater and more buildings of this type are constructed each 
year (see paragraph B14). This proposal is intended to target resources on 
those buildings with a greater risk of fire casualties. Using these figures it is 
suggested that overall this proposal would save 1 life and prevent 15 injuries 
over a period of 10 years. [RIA para 56] 

To construct a fire fighting shaft in a building over 7.5m tall (but less than 18m 
tall) would cost about £100k. Such a shaft would consist of a firefighting lobby, 
fire resistant doors, firefighting stairs and possibly a smoke shaft, but not 
necessarily a fire fighting lift. However, as the majority of such buildings would 
already have a stair, to upgrade this to a fire fighting shaft would cost around 
£24k per building. The proposal to replace the provision of fire fighting shafts in 
Purpose Group 7(a) buildings with those in Group 5 would produce some 
savings, but overall there would be a cost because of the greater number of 
buildings in Group 5 that are constructed (see paragraph 56). Based on the 
differences in construction rates it is estimated that the annual compliance cost 
would be £22m. [RIA para 83] 

Provide for dry rising mains in tall buildings 
3. As noted in paragraph B20, the work on fire safety in tall buildings~ in the light 

of the World Trade Centre (WTC) incident showed that firefighters may not be 
able to penetrate safely more than 34m into e compartment to rescue a 
casualty. This conflicts with current guidance in AD B which suggests that 
firefighting shafts should be arranged such that this distance is no more than 
60m The proposal to amend the guidance to reduce the distance to 45m by 
installing additional dry rising mains in unsprinklered buildings is intended to go 
someway towards addressing this potential conflict. Other measures will 
include consideration of changes to firefighters clothing, equipment and 
procedures Whilst statistics indicate that these issues are not a problem in the 
UK, there is evidence that they may increasingly become so as the number of 
high rise buildings, and the height to which they are built, increases. The 
proposal is. therefore, a proactive measure to ensure that in the future fire 
fighting and search and rescue operations can be more effective. [RIA para60] 

Provide for dry dsing mains in tall buildings 
4. The proposed amendment would effectively require additional dry risers in the 

stairways of appropriate tall buildings to ensure that the penetration distance 
along a route for laying hose does not exceed 45m. The cost to install a dry 
riser consisting of a 120mm diameter pipe with all necessary fixtures and 
fittings is about £2k per storey, inspection of planning applications for such 
buildings indicate that this would primarily affect buildings in Purpose Groups 3 
4 and 5 as these are generally the only buildings tall enough (ie between 18 
and 30m high) to be affected by the proposal. Only the largest buildings (ie 
floor area 4,500m2+) would be likely to require additional rising mains to meet 
the proposed requirement. Further analysis of planning applications suggest 
that about 5% of buildings in Purpose Groups 3, 4 and 5 would require an 
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additional dry riser and this equates to about 300 buildings per year. However, 
if they were fitted with sprinklers then an additional rising main would not be 
required. As a maximum therefore this would amount to an annual compliance 
cost of some £13m. [RIA para 86] 

Discounting stairs in tall buildings with phased evacuation procedures 
5. The proposal to discount a stair in tall buildings with phased evacuation also 

stems from research2 undertaken in the light of the WTC incident. As noted in 
paragraph B21 the relationship between stair width and evacuation 
requirements of buildings has shown that there is a potential conflict between 
persons escaping down a stair and firefighters undertaking firefighting and 
search and rescue operations over several levels within the same stair 
enclosure. Whilst statistics indicate that these issues are not problem in the 
UK, there is evidence that they may increasingly become so as the number of 
high rise buildings, and the height to which they are built, increases. The 
proposal is, therefore, a proactive measure to ensure that in the future means 
of escape for occupants and fire fighting and search and rescue operations can 
be more effective. [RIA para 60] 

The proposal to discount a stair in tall (30m+) buildings with phased evacuation 
means that the stair in many buildings would need to be constructed wider. 
The exact impact would vary from building to building and would depend on the 
floor area of each storey, the number of persons per floor and the number of 
stairs. The increase in stair width would range from 70 to 1,400mm (as a 
maximum this is equivalent to a new stair), but typically it would be about 300- 
400mm. This equates to a floor area increase of about 0.5 to 3%, with a typical 
value of just over 1%3. [RIA paras 87 - 89] 

Either floor space would be lost to accommodate the wider stair within the 
existing footprint or the building would need to be made larger (or maybe a 
combination of the two) This would result in one of two cost impacts: within the 
existing footprint the key cost would be loss of floor space for rental (the costs 
of stair construction are assumed to be offset by the savings in floor 
construction) whilst outside the existing footprint the main cost would be the 
increase in construction costs (assuming no additional land needs to be 
purchased) The additional construction cost would range from £14-54k per 
storey, with an average of about £34k and the annual loss of rental per storey 
would range from £3-13k, with an average of about £8k The exact cost 
be dependent on the total floor area and the number of stairs serving it. 

Analysis of planning applications suggests that the proposal could potentially 
affect between 75 and 125 new-build offices in England and Wales each year 
However, it is not clear what proportion of these affected buildings would use 
phased evacuation as opposed to simultaneous evacuation. Certainly the 
proposed amendment would shift the balance between these two alternatives 
Overall, it is suggested that the cost impact nationally would be: £27m to £35m 
in terms of increased construction costs per year (which would be incurred as a 
one-off for buildings constructed in that year), or, £6.9 to £8.9m per year in lost 
rental (which would be incurred throughout the life of buildings). 
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Hartless,R & Purser, D "BD2437 Relalionship between stair width and evacualion 

requirements for workplaces and public buildings: Initial impacl assessment". BRE Report 
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